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NIFT _2003

Section 1: Using the materials given, create the 3D structure of a Theatre . 

Write about what you have made.

Materials: Buttons, Straw, toothpicks, colored paper, cardboard, thermocole, fevicol.

NIFT _ 2004   

Construct a 3-D shopping mall with the materials provided to you.  Write about what 
you have made in about 100 words.

Materials: A cardboard mount board, 3 plastic sheets (Blue , Red & Yellow), 6 straws, 
White thread, Copper wire,Two Silver paper A3 size, Two Gold paper A 3 size, A 
packet of 4 Candle, Two needles, Cello Tape, coir rope, 1 thread, 4 marbles, cello tape.
You may use, fevicol, thermocol cutter or scissors/ pens or pencils you have brought 
with you.

NIFT_2005

Q1. Make a Coke Delivery of Van, out of the given material. Write about what you 
have made in less than 100 words. Give a slogan for the Coke brand.

OR

Make a Traffic Police Booth. Write in 100 words, about the innovative features you 
have incorporated.

Materials: Thermocol – 12”x12”, Card Board – 12”x12” , 15 Matchsticks , Silver Paper 
– 2 sheets, Golden Paper – 2 sheets, 6 Button - 2 needles, Thick Plastic sheets in Blue 
,Yellow & Green , 1 Copper Wire, Bendable Straws, 4 candles in a box.



NIFT_ 2006

Students were called for the situation test in 2006 in 3 batches, over a period of 3 days. 
On different days different design briefs were given. These are as follows

Batch 1: 
 i) Make a bag for a working lady, with the materials provided. 
 ii) Make a flower vase with three flowers in it .
Write in 100 words, about what you have made.

Batch 2: 
 i) Pottery Wheel.    ii) Scene from beach side. 
 iii) Vanity care with pockets for lipstick, tissue paper etc.
Make any two . Write in 100 words, about what you have made.

Batch 3:
  i) News paper / Mug holder.   ii) Lamp shade.  
 iii) Traffic signal scene.
Make any two. Write in 100 words, about what you have made.

Materials: Play Dough in different colours, Card Board, PVC / Plastic Sheets in differ-
ent colours,A3 size coloured paper 7 colours, Copper wire - 2 meters, Chord- 2 meters 
, cello tape, fevicol, All pins, scissors, straw .

NIFT _2007

Batch 1: 

 Q1.  Telephone stand/ rack  OR  Magazine Rack 

 Q2.  Memento for Teacher’s day  OR  A Foot ball Memento

Batch 2: 
 Q1. Photo frame for a teacher  OR  Display Cabinet for a Dining Room Q2.  
 
 Q2. Telephone stand  OR  Magazine Rack

Batch 3:
  Q1.  A school bag   OR  A telephone rack

  Q2.  A show case for the drawing room  OR  A gift item for teachers’ day.

Describe what you have made in 50 words.

Materials: Three sheets of card board, 2 Sheets of coloured chart paper, 3-4 sheets of 
coloured paper,  Silver foil, Gold foil, Play dough, Copper wire, Cello tape, scissor 
and Glue.



NIFT _2008

Batch 1: 
 A ladies Hand Bag  OR  Memento for Art Festival.

Batch 2: 
 A Flower Vase  OR  A Trophy.

Materials: cardboard paper, color paper, straws, cello tape and wire etc.

NIFT _ 2009

Batch 1: 
 Q1. Prepare a ladies hat for: 
  A) picnic  B) A beach party  C) New year’s party.
OR 
 Q2. Make a gift for: 
  A) Teacher’s day  B) Annual day  C) Birthday

Batch 2: 
 Q1. Prepare a ladies Hand bag for
   A) Fashion show  B) Picnic  C) A marriage party
OR 

 Q2. Prepare a doll on 
  A) World peace  B) Environment Awareness  
  C) Water Conservation

Batch 3: 
 Q1. Memento for: 
 A) the cricket match  B) farewell party  C) Old friends meeting together
OR 
 Q2. Make a puppet for : 
 A) Girl Child   B) Literacy   C) Child labor

Materials: : 1) 1 A4 size Cardboard 2) 1 A4 size Mount Board 3) Satin Ribbon (medium 
size)1/2 m orange colour 4) 6 Thumb pins 5) 6 ice cream Sticks 6) 6 Straws 7) 6 Rub-
ber bands 8) 1 roll of cotton 9) 1 Blotting paper 10) 1 carton 11) Cloth paper 12) News 
paper sheets - 1

NIFT _2010

Batch 1: Medal on any one of the following
 Vintage cars  OR  Miss Universe   OR  Mother’s Day



Batch 2:  Mask on any one of the following
 Mother’s day  OR  Health & fitness  OR  Nature care

Materials: Satin ribbon – 1m, Corrugated cardboard (A4), Mount board(A4), cotton, 6 
straws, 6 ice cream sticks, 6 small rubber bands, thumb pins, I tissue paper

NIFT_2011

Batch 1:   Make a model of either
  A Village Market  OR  A children’s park 

Batch 2:   Make a puppet on either of the following themes
  Water conservation  OR  Ban on nuclear weapons

Batch 3:   Make a 3D cartoon character of your own, depicting
  Eradication of dowry  OR  Rights to education
  Education for all  OR  Against corruption

Batch 4:  Make a 3D model of any one of the following
  Mela ground  OR  Fashion window Display   OR  Mothers’ day

Materials: 1) 1 A4 size Cardboard 2) 1 A4 size Mount Board 3) Satin Ribbon (medium 
size)1/2 m orange colour 4) 6 Thumb pins 5) 6 ice cream Sticks 6) 6 Straws 7) 6 Rubber 
bands 8) 1 roll of cotton 9) 1 Blotting paper 10) 1 carton 11) Cloth paper 
12) News paper sheets - 1

NIFT_2012

Batch 1: 
 Q1.  Make a Cinema theatre  OR  Yoga Club 

 Q2.  Create any useful product which can make the daily job of any of the  
  following three easier.
  Traffic Police  OR  Rickshaw puller  OR  Tailor.

Materials: 1) 1 A4 size Cardboard 2) 1 A4 size Mount Board 3) Satin Ribbon (medium 
size)1/2 m orange colour 4) 6 Thumb pins 5) 6 ice cream Sticks 6) 6 Straws 7) 6 Rubber 
bands 8) 1 roll of cotton 9) 1 Blotting paper 10) 1 carton 11) Cloth paper 
12) News paper sheets - 1



50 INTERVIEW Questions

For many students there is nothing more nerve-racking, stomach-churning, and downright 
intimidating than college interviews. 

Interviewers use interviews as a way to get to know you beyond the dry facts of your applica-
tion. Be prepared to answer, when, where, who, how, why

Before your interview

Before you attend your interview, it is important to prepare. This could involve:

Reading through and reminding yourself what you put on your application form and 
your Portfolio .

Looking through your portfolio and thinking about why you included those pieces of 
work – what inspired you, what research you did, etc. Perhaps you could talk through 
your portfolio with a friend or family member as this is something you might have to 
do at your interview.

As well as finding out about your work and what inspires you, the college  might want 
to find out why you applied for your course 

During the Interview

In the interview colleges  are trying to get the best out of you, They not trying to catch 
you out! Try to remain relaxed and when you are asked a question take a moment to 
think about your answer. If you haven’t understood the question or don’t know the 
answer, don’t be afraid to say so.

Question type 1 – Personal Questions 

 1. Tell me about yourself. (You should focus on about three things.)
 2. Give me three characteristics that describe you 
 3. What does your father do? 
 4. Why did you drop a year ( if you did!) ?
 5. Discuss yourself. Name three words or phrases to describe yourself to others.
 6. Tell me about your family. 
 7. Tell me about your interests.
 8. Describe your best friend.
 9. If l asked your best friend to describe you, what would I hear?
 10. Tell me about your involvement in extracurricular activities.
 

Question Type 2 – Specific to your region

 11. Tell us something about your state? 
 12. Which craft is your state famous for?



Question type 3:  About your hobbies and favorites

 13.   For Sports: Who is the reigning champion in swimming?
 14. What is your favorite book? Who is your favorite author? Why?
 15. If you could meet any important figure in the past or present, who would it be  
  and what would you talk about?
 16. If you could be any animal what would you be? Why? 
 

Question type 4:   Career related  (Design)

 17. What do you mean by design, creativity ? 
 18. Why did you choose this field? 
 19. What are your long- and short-term goals?  Why? 

Question Type 4- Subject Related General Awareness

 20. About any designers you know.
 21. About any artists you know.
 22. About famous works of art
 23. About current events
 24. About  record holders / achievers

Question Type 5 - Eye for detail 

 25. How many Kilometers is the institute from the Railway station?  
 26.  In the room you were waiting, did you observe anything different?   
 27. What would you change in the room to make it more aesthetically pleasing?

Question Type 6 – Portfolio  / documents based questions

Know your Portfolio well.   

 28. Why have you made this? Explain your portfolio.

Question Type 7 -Is there anything you would like to ask me/us?   

Common last question in an interview is:

 29.  Is there something that you would like to ask us? What does one say?

Question Type 8 -About NID
 
 30. Why do you want to attend NID?
 31. How did you hear about NID?

 



Question Type 9 - About your school
 
 32. Tell me about your experiences at your school. 
 33. Is there a particular experience you had there that stands out or changed you 
in some way? 
 34. What would you change about your school if you had the power to do so?
 35. What might your teachers say is your greatest strength as a person and as a 
student, and what are your weaknesses in each area? 
 36. What sort of things do you like to do outside of school?

Question Type 10 Current happenings/ Politics

 37. What do you think about (insert a current event of the past week/ month)?
 38. Who is the current president/ prime minster/ chief minister of your state?
 39. Did you vote?
 40. Who do you think will be the next PM?

Question Type 11 Miscellaneous

 41. What magazines and newspapers do you like to read?
 42. What books or articles have you read in the last year that has special meaning 
for you?
 43. If could go back anytime & change history, what time period would you go to 
and what     would you do?
 44. What is the most important thing you do in your spare time?
 45. Are your grades an accurate reflection of your potential?
 46. If you could solve a major world problem, how would you go about doing it?
 47. Why are you wearing these clothes?
 48. Have you applied any where else than NID?
 49. Do you regularly go to Mc Donald’s?
 50.  Did you dream last night. what did you dream?

After the interview

Decisions are based on all the information you provide, including your portfolio and 
application, so if you make a small mistake or say something that you think afterwards 
was a bit daft, don’t worry, these are only small aspects that won’t affect the College’s 
decision or lessen your chances.



Body movements are unconscious movements are unconscious form of expressions and 
therefore they have a language of their own. Being unconscious forms of expressions, we are 
unaware of our gestures, but people observing us form opinions based on our body language, 
before a word is spoken.

During interviews

Your body language speaks volumes about how you would perform in a company. Says Arup 
Saikia, Head, corporate Communications, Aptech: ‘Some experts say nonverbal cues are more 
important than verbal ones. According to these studies, body language comprises 55 per cent 
of the force of any response, whereas the verbal, and para language or the intonation, pause 
and sighs given when answering, represents 38 per cent of the emphasis.” Adept interviews 
notice the subtleties of body language, and even those who can’t, note your reactions through 
your gestures and facial expressions.

Communication

While words can deceive- we think as we speak body language is subconscious. It shows our 
true feelings and attitudes.  While facing interviews, exercise the following tips to accentuate 
body language.

Positive Vibes 

Open arms and hands – open and receptive
Leaning forwards – interested in the conversation
Smiling or attempting to be humorous- friendly 
Eye contact with occasional, natural breaks – focused and curios.
Nodding while listening – attentive and alert
Open palms – approachable and trusting
Gesturing with hands while talking genuinely involved in the conversation
Upright shoulders- positive

Negative vibes

Crossed arms – closed off or defensive
Crossed arms and legs – very reserved and suspicious
Standing you with hands inside the pockets – unsure or suspicious
Fidgeting, running tongue along teeth, playing with hair or jewelry, or tapping feet –nervous 
or bored.
Lack of eye contact or, conversely staring too intently without breaking a gaze- untrustworthy
Leaning back – Uncomfortable
Clasping hands behind the head while leaning  back – looking to gain power
Drooping shoulders – unsure

Tips

First impression is the last impression – Reach early, casually glance through magazines avail-
able in the waiting area. When called inside, greet your interviewer with a firm handshake and 
if  invited to sit, choose a seat across the interviewer. Sit comfortably with your hands on the 

Language of the Body



table at a responsible distance, conveying an impression of confidence. When emphasizing 
key points, project sincerity and confidence by leaning forwards, maintaining eye contact and 
using expressive gestures. Leaning back and looking down may be interpreted as a lack of 
confidence.

Importance of eye contact- confident candidates smile when saying something friendly, and 
maintain good eye contact, which signifies openness and honesty.

If you look away while listening, it shows lack of interest and a short attention span. If you fail 
to maintain eye contact while speaking, at a minimum it shows lack of confidence in what you 
are saying. How ever, do not stare continuously at the interviewer as it may be mistaken for 
aggression.

Get that posture right- Posture sends out a signal of your confidence and power potential. Try 
to have relaxed, balanced posture. Walk with shoulders upright, take determined strides and 
don’t drag or shuffle your feet or take short, unsure steps. Strive for posture that is free and 
natural. When standing, stand up straight. When you are seated, make sure you sit at the front 
edge of the chair, leaning slightly forwards.



01_What is a portfolio?

 A collection of drawings, images and documents that represent your work.

02_What should your portfolio contain?

 A well presented collection of work that is creative and imaginative.

03_How many examples should a design portfolio include? 

 It’s a tricky question, but you should aim to fill at least 20 pages of a physi-
cal folio, and at least 30 examples for an online space. You need to be able to show 
a healthy breadth of work together with a range of applications, so even if you select 
several examples from a single project you should make sure you treat image individu-
ally.

04_Provide context to your work

 Designers aren’t just employed for their style but also for the clarity with which 
they interpret a creative brief. So if you include examples of your artwork without 
providing context, it’s impossible to judge. Make sure you use annotations and notes to 
talk about how and why the work was created. Make it clear what the brief asked for 
in each design portfolio example you include, and then demonstrate how you success-
fully accomplished it.

05_Self Generated Projects. Should I include my sketchbooks?

 Self-initiated projects are certainly acceptable . Sketchbooks, ideas sheets and 
samples should be included to show how your ideas developed into your final pieces.

06_Should I bring three dimensional objects?

 Large three dimensional objects should be displayed in your portfolio photo-
graphically.

07_What will college be looking for in my portfolio?

 A good range of work that demonstrates your subject area. Colleges will look 
for both finished and work in progress which shows:

 Craft skills, such as drawing, working with materials, photography or writing.
 Artistic scope, for example use of colour, form, shape or space.
 Imagination.
 Engagement with your chosen subject area.

08_ Keep it Clean

PORTFOLIO   TIPS



 Resist the temptation to bulk out your design portfolio with old or irrelevant 
examples of your work by having a thorough and ruthless clear out. 

09_ Take a step back

 Take a step back and try to look at your design portfolio through another’s 
eyes. Experienced interviewers can gauge  your character strengths and weaknesses, 
warts and all, from your Portfolio. So think critically about what your design portfolio 
says about you. Is it too serious? Too flippant? Strike a balance that you believe shows 
off your qualities.

10_Sell yourself

 Demonstrate all-round experience.  Make sure your design portfolio clearly showcas-
es that you posses these, even if you just simply list them in your accompanying notes.
Think about what other creative talents you might have as well. For instance, if you’re 
a handy photographer or poet or  accomplished with coding, why not include exam-
ples of your shots or web designs? They’re all more strings to your creative bow.



GROUP DISCUSSION

Group Discussions at NIFT  are Case Study Based.

Here are some sample discussions we conduct during afdindia workshops

 Should apparel brands go on discounts at all ? Why ? Why not ?

 Are we raising a generation of burnt out children?

 Corruption is the main outcome of democracy in India

 Organic Textiles. Does it have a future or it is a mere eyewash

 Indians lack a sense of social responsibility

Tips:   Remember to take a stand during the discussion. It is not necessary that you 
conclude by a positive or a negative viewpoint, but to summarize the discussion well 
and being neutral gives you an edge over others. 

01_ Subject Knowledge :   You should have subject knowledge and be well aware of 
the latest happenings around you. Read the papers regularly . If you can memorize 
some relevant data, it will be an added advantage.  Being an avid reader will help you 
in group discussions. Last minute preparations you are strictly a no no, while you are 
preparing for group discussions. You should read over a period of time. Reading not 
only adds to your knowledge database, but enhances your vocabulary skills as well. 

02_ Be Aware of Topics that are Repeated: Often, there are topics which re-appear 
with minute changes and minor variations. Be aware of such topics well in advance so 
that you have ample time to prepare for the same. For example the issues of terrorism, 
gender inequality, poverty, corruption.

03_Communicate : You should have a good vocabulary and a decent command over 
English. Much before your actual group discussion, rehearse well. You can sit with a 
group of friends and choose a topic and indulge in a friendly banter. Not only will this 
increase your knowledge, you will be a better speaker by the time it is time for your 
GD.

04_ Be a careful listener: Listen to the topic carefully and understand it... Be alert 
and vigilant. Sometimes, the topic may be really simple but the manner in which it is 
presented to you, can be baffling. The first thing that you should do after hearing the 
topic is by structuring it on the sheet that is given to you to make notes. Make a rough 
sketch of the points that you would like to speak aloud. You will be at an advantage if 
you open the discussion, but then beware of what you speak. Deviating from the main 
topic, or passing strong statements like ‘I agree/ or disagree …’ should be avoided. Your 



strategy should be to test the waters and make a generic statement relevant to the topic. 
If you can, back it up by relevant data. 

05_Tonal Manipulation:  Besides what you are saying, remember that the panelists are 
observing your body language as well. If you do not agree with the other student’s point 
of view, do not raise your tone in objection. Listen to his point of view and instead of 
dismissing it upfront, try and draw a common ground. . 

09_Body Language :The panelists observe the way you sit and react in the course of the 
discussion. . Body gestures are very important, because your body language says a lot 
about you. In a GD, sit straight, avoid leaning back on to the chair or knocking the table 
with pen or your fingers. Also, do not get distracted easily. For example, if the door in 
room you are sitting in opens, do not look back to see who it is , this will show how 
distracted you are.

Good luck!


